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Sarah Jane and Kenneth Wright are thrilled to continue this fun series about the unstoppable
Lola Dutch, a larger-than-life character perfect for fans of Olivia and Fancy Nancy.Lola Dutch is
always bursting with grand plans--so of course she has many ideas for what she wants to be
when she grows up!She could be a magnificent performer . . .or a daring inventor . . .or a brilliant
botanist . . .there are exciting ideas all around! But Lola is too excited--she wants to try
EVERYTHING. How will she ever decide what she is destined to become?The curious and
creative Lola Dutch is inspired to imagine every way to explore the wonder of her world. And she
doesn't have to wait until she grows up!

“A joyous celebration of possibility with a heartening message about just enjoying the process as
well.” ―Booklist“The pencil, gouache, and watercolor illustrations are airy and cheerful. . . .
Breezily enthusiastic.” ―Kirkus Reviews“The illustrations in gouache and watercolor accentuate
Lola's innovative talents.” ―School Library Connection“Outrageous, extraordinary, and over the
top, Lola puts her whole heart into everything. . . . Radiant.” ―Foreword Reviews on LOLA
DUTCH“The pencil-and-watercolor illustrations add an additional whimsical effect to an already
imaginative story. . . . Young readers will love this innovative protagonist and her fanciful ideas.”
―School Library Journal on LOLA DUTCH“Sara Jane Wright's gouache and watercolor pictures
bring a chic elegance to each page.” ―Publishers Weekly on LOLA DUTCH“The lighthearted,
loose watercolor illustrations are a perfect match for Lola's whimsical personality and they echo
the carefree fun of the text. . . . Reminiscent of Olivia and Fancy Nancy, Lola Dutch's active
imagination will delight young readers searching for some creative fun.” ―School Library
Connection on LOLA DUTCH--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorKenneth and Sarah Jane Wright live in Utah with their four uniquely intense
children. In 2008 Sarah Jane opened a simple online shop that has since grown into a worldwide
business with art prints, fabrics, wallpaper, puppets, and illustrated children's books. Kenneth is
a full-time educator and history teacher. Together Kenneth and Sarah Jane share a ridiculous
number of hobbies. On any given day at the Wright house you'll see treehouse building, pastry
making, spontaneous musicals, and kids tucked into cozy nooks, reading stacks of books on
EVERYTHING. They are thrilled to be writing picture books about Lola Dutch
together.www.sarahjanestudios.comwww.loladutch.com@sarahjanestudios (Twitter and
Instagram)@loladutch (Instagram)--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.
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Hope-Librarian, “Kids and imaginations and taking time to grow up. This is a whimsical story of a
little girl who wants to grow up quickly and has a great imagination. She talks to her animal
friends and imagines she’s on stage, an inventor, a judge, and so many more careers. She finally
decides, though, she just wants to be a kid and learn about everything, and that she still has
plenty of time. The pictures vary from awesome ones that cover the pages to smaller ones where
readers have to look closely to understand them. For this reason, it’s a book best read close up
as it is a picture book. Some words may need to be explained, depending on the age and
maturity of the child, but introducing new words is not a bad thing. But this book is a good one for
reassuring children they have time to play and learn and imagine, and in a classroom, will
generate good discussions and spark the imagination.”

AshleySB, “Beautiful artwork plus an excellent, magical story = must-have for all children. I
cannot say enough about how much our entire family LOVES Lola Dutch! We love her so
much! :) I have been following Sarah Jane Wright's artwork for several years and was so excited
that she and her husband, Kenneth, were doing this series together. We have purchased each
book when they have come out and have been buying them for our now nearly 7-yo daughter
each year. This 2nd book in the series does not disappoint. The artwork is breathtaking. The
story really is magical. Combined you have an engaging story about a child who has big dreams
and a supportive "Family" unit who inspires her to reach for the stars. Please purchase this as
gifts for anyone you know, they will love it!”

A, “Great writing and beautiful pictures. I originally borrowed this book for our library and loved it
so much I decided to purchase it. I love that Lola Dutch wants to be a chemist, pastry chef,
botanist, actress, and more! I think it’s important to show kids the different jobs out there in
hopes that it seems more attainable for them. The book is well written and the illustrations are
lovely! This book is in our repeat read pile. **Just note that if you really care about the poster, it’s
actually the back of the book cover sleeve, so it may have folds when you go to hang it.** I don’t
really care about having a poster, but I figured I’d mention it for those that are curious. Also, ours
came with I think two paper doll cut-outs. The “extras” seem like a nice touch!”

Northeastern Upstart, “Lola Dutch Fan!!!. I really like Lola Dutch (and my 3 year old seems to
enjoy the series as well). When I grow up is my personal favorite. This shares the story of a little
girl, full of enthusiasm and imagination, trying out a few careers with her friends, but ending on a
"there's plenty of time to figure it out" message. Love the imagery, love the wide open
imaginative careers, love love love.”

B Lewis, “Wonderful characters, inspiring illustrations. Both my 5 year old son and 9 year old
daughter love Lola Dutch! We already own and love the first book, so I went ahead and pre-



ordered this one too! The day it came the kids and I stopped and had to open it and read it right
away. We all fell in love with the characters in the first book, but this second book takes it to a
whole new level of depth and both the kids and I just love how Lola wants to be so many things
and has so many interests. We could really relate! The kids also really love the cut out
characters included on the dust jacket and the fact that the inside of the dust jacket includes a
whole scene to play with the cut outs in! Just so much to love about Lola Dutch.”

J. G., “One of my favorite books!. We love this book. We bought one for each of our
granddaughters, and we have one for our house too. I love that it encourages little girls to be
whatever they want and the illustrations are beautiful and fun. This book has prompted many
bedtime discussions - which I thoroughly enjoy - even if it's just to delay bedtime for them. I can't
recommend it enough.”

Melanie Collette, “New children's classic, a fast favorite. Since we already own the first Lola
Dutch book, ordering the second was an easy decision. Lola is delightful, familiar, and creative.
We read each page, then spend a few extra minutes poring over the illustration details- there are
so many fun things to find and recognize. When we find the details, we often find ourselves in a
new discussion talking about all of the things Lola is getting herself into! My girls love it, parents
love it, and everyone is sure to love it!”

Emily Judkins, “Fantastic book with a great message!. This is such a great book! I love how the
authors show it is a good thing to have many interests. The desire of Lola to learn, discover, and
explore all kinds of things is great for any child. Both my son and daughter love this book. The
story is fun to listen to and the pictures are eye catching. They also love the paper dolls that are
included with the jacket. They use them with the scenery on the inside of the jacket. So fun!”

The book by Kenneth Wright has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 256 people have provided feedback.
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